In recent decades an idea has emerged that the maximum entropy production principle can be used to select from the different regimes of development of nonequilibrium systems. According to this principle the process with maximum entropy production is most preferred among the possible non-equilibrium processes. As a consequence, entropy production can be used to find an actually observed pattern formation among the hypothetical ones. A hypothesis is introduced that entropy production can be used to find a boundary (binodal) dividing the region of absolutely stable growth from the region of growth which is unstable (metastable) with regard to arbitrary amplitude distortions. This principle has been successfully applied to analyze the interfacial morphological stability during crystallization. The objective of this study is an application of described principle in two cases. The first problem is the stability analysis of the displacement front of two fluids in the radial Hele-Shaw cell. Together with linear stability analysis (which describes the stability to infinitesimal distortions, i.e., gives the spinodal) entropy production approach allows to determinate the region of different interface forms coexistence. These boundaries are analyzed depending on the cell size, the injected flow rate, and the ratio of the fluid viscosities. The second problem is the stability of a spherical surface of a vapor bubble growing under inertia control. In this case we obtain that the entropy production in the vicinity of the bubble's distorted surface is always greater than that of the undistorted surface. Such a result indicates that the morphological phase with a distorted surface is more preferable and consequently should be observable in a real system where arbitrary perturbations occur. This allows explaining the experimentally observed roughness of the bubble surface during explosive vaporization.
Introduction
There is an enormous amount of theoretical studies dedicated to the evolution of two phase interfaces. Particularly, a lot of works are focused on morphological transitions from one shape of an interface between moving fluids to another. The important problem is a prediction of the size (or growth time) of an interface after which a transition takes place. Morphological transitions are traditionally studied in the frameworks of linear stability analysis. A harmonic perturbation is introduced into a model and is analyzed in linear approximation. If the perturbation increases with time, the interface is unstable and morphological transition occurs. The interface stability with regard to infinitesimal perturbations can only be judged from such calculations. Consequently, linear analysis has one essential drawback: it cannot answer the question when the interface will become morphologically unstable if perturbation is not infinitely small. But this question is very important in practice. Indeed, it is difficult to expect only infinitely small perturbations in a real experiment.
There is an idea that the maximum entropy production principle (MEPP) can be used to describe the evolution of nonequilibrium systems and morphological transitions [1] [2] [3] . The method based on MEPP was successfully used earlier for analysis of morphological transitions during nonequilibrium crystallization [4] . The entropy production was calculated for distorted and undistorted evolving crystal phase interface and the process with the largest entropy production is assumed to be nonlinearly stable. On the basis of these results we proposed that a size of stability of the fluid interface with regard to arbitrary perturbations can be determined by comparing entropy productions in a unit volume near distorted and undistorted moving interfaces between two fluids. We say that the role of entropy production for the considered morphological transitions is similar to the role of chemical potential for equilibrium phase transitions, i.e., entropy production allows to determine the boundary of the region of the absolutely stable interface growth. In other words, we can find a bimodal of morphological transition. And in its turn the linear approximation allows to determine a spinodal of morphological transition, i.e., a boundary of the absolutely unstable region. The region between these two boundaries may be called the metastable area where perturbation can either disappear or grow depending on perturbation amplitude.
In this work the results of morphological stability analysis for two problems will be discussed. The first one is the problem of interfacial stability of two fluids with one fluid displacing the other in a Hele-Shaw cell. The second problem is the analysis of the morphological stability of the growing vapor bubble interface.
Morphological Selection during Fluid Displacement in the Radial Hele-Shaw Cell
We considered a slow quasi-stationary displacement of a fluid by another less viscous one with constant flow rate Q. Both fluids assumed to be immiscible and incompressible. The Hele-Shaw cell consists of two plane parallel circular glasses spaced by small (compared with radial cell size) distance b. During the displacement the initially circular interface may become unstable and so-called viscous fingers may appear on the interface. The perturbation of the interface is represented in the form r = R + δ0cos(nϕ), where R is the radius of the circular interface, δ0 is the amplitude of perturbation, n is the mode of perturbation, and r and ϕ are the polar coordinates.
From the linear analysis [5] we can find that the critical size RS when the fluid interface becomes morphologically unstable with respect to infinitesimal perturbations (the spinodal) is determined from the following equation:
Here
where Mi = b 2 /12 µi, R0 is the radius of the hole through which the displacing fluid is injected, R∞ is the size of the Hele-Shaw cell, µi is the fluid viscosity (i = 1 and 2 for the displacing and the displaced fluid respectively), α, β and γ are some parameters (see [5] for details).
The analysis of change of entropy production in the vicinity of the fluid interface gives that the bimodal of the morphological transition can be determined from the solution of the Equation [6] :
These two equation have only numerical solutions and their analysis may be found in [6] . In brief, we can say the following. The binodal and the spinodal exhibit similar behaviors, both become larger with cell size R∞ increase and smaller with displacement rate Q growth. Also their values depend on the fluid viscosity ratio. The binodal is always smaller than the spinodal for one and the same harmonic n. However, spinodals and binodals relating to different disturbing harmonics can mutually intersect. The higher the viscosity of the displacing fluid, the more diverse and complicated the sequence of the morphological transitions from the circular to the cosine-like interfaces becomes (see Figure 1) .
The theoretical values of the binodal and spinodal were quantitatively confirmed for small viscosity ratio (the displacement of silicon oil by air was studied) [7] . 
The Morphological Stability of a Vapor Bubble during Inertia-Controlled Growth
Another problem under consideration is the stability analysis of the vapor bubble surface growing under inertia control. In this approximation, the bubble growth is fully determined by pressure difference between the interior and the exterior of the bubble, whereas heat processes related to liquid cooling caused by vaporization are neglected.
The mathematical formulation of the problem is as follows. A spherical vapor bubble in a superheated liquid are considered. The liquid density is considerably higher than the vapor density. The fluids under consideration are regarded as incompressible and their viscosities are neglected. The pressure inside the bubble is assumed constant, the pressure in the liquid at a large distance from the bubble also deemed constant.
The discussion of the morphological stability of a spherical interface between two phases with regard to the infinitesimal interfacial distortions can be found in the classical papers [8, 9] . Following this traditional method, in dimensionless variables (normalized to the critical nucleation radius) the phase interface can be written as rs = R + δYn, where R is the radius of undistorted bubble surface, Yn is a spherical harmonic of degree (mode) n and δ is the distortion amplitude (δ << R). Considering the bubble size much greater than the critical nucleation radius (R >> 1) and assuming that, at some moment of time when the bubble reaches the size R0, there is a distortion with the amplitude δ0 and the zero rate on the bubble's surface (δ(R0) = δ0, dδ/dR(R0) = 0) in the first order in δ it is possible to obtain the following approximate equation for changing the amplitude of the distortion with bubble size R:
where
It follows from the last equation that distortion amplitude decreases with the growth of a vapor bubble for any bubble size R > R0 >> 1. Therefore, in the assumed approximations, the distortion always decays and such decay occurs independently of the parameters of a liquid and the degree of non-equilibrium of a system, where this bubble grows. Thus, the linear analysis of morphological stability cannot explain the unstable behavior of the interface under inertial growth as observed in the experiments [10] [11] [12] . Now let us consider the morphological stability of the bubble surface from the standpoint of the MEPP. According to the methods of irreversible thermodynamics, it can be shown [13] that the difference of entropy productions ΔΣ of the elementary volumes of the bubble in the vicinity of the disturbed and undisturbed surface can be written for the system under consideration as
It is follows from this relation that the entropy production in the vicinity of the bubble's distorted surface is always greater than that of the undistorted surface (ΔΣ > 0). According to MEPP such a result indicates that the morphological phase with a distorted surface is more preferable from the thermodynamic perspective and, consequently, should be observable in a real system where arbitrary perturbations occur. This theoretical result makes it possible to give for the first time the qualitative explanation of the surface instability (roughness) observed in the experiments [10] [11] [12] . Previously, such observations could only be theoretically explained using considerable complications in the mathematical model of bubble growth.
Conclusions
It was shown that thermodynamic approach based on the maximum entropy production principle can be used for analysis of morphological stability of interfaces in two fluid phase systems. The considered method is more favorable rather than using only the traditional linear analysis because the experimental validation of theoretical results is possible.
